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Abstract The large field-of-view of the Sun Watcher using Active Pixel System detector
and Image Processing (SWAP) instrument onboard the PRoject for Onboard Autonomy 2
(PROBA2) spacecraft provides a unique opportunity to study extended coronal structures
observed in the EUV in conjunction with global coronal magnetic field simulations. A global
non-potential magnetic field model is used to simulate the evolution of the global corona
from 1 September 2014 to 31 March 2015, driven by newly emerging bipolar active regions
determined from Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) magnetograms. We compare the
large-scale structure of the simulated magnetic field with structures seen off-limb in SWAP
EUV observations. In particular, we investigate how successful the model is in reproducing
regions of closed and open structures, the scale of structures, and compare the evolution of
a coronal fan observed over several rotations. The model is found to accurately reproduce
observed large-scale, off-limb structures. When discrepancies do arise they mainly occur off
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the east solar limb due to active regions emerging on the far side of the Sun, which cannot
be incorporated into the model until they are observed on the Earth-facing side. When such
“late” active region emergences are incorporated into the model, we find that the simulated
corona self-corrects within a few days, so that simulated structures off the west limb more
closely match what is observed. Where the model is less successful, we consider how this
may be addressed, through model developments or additional observational products.
Keywords Sun: corona · Sun: magnetic fields · Sun: modelling
1. Introduction
The Sun Watcher using Active Pixel System detector and Image Processing (SWAP: Seaton
et al., 2013b; Halain et al., 2013) instrument onboard the PRoject for Onboard Autonomy
2 (PROBA2) spacecraft provides a wide field-of-view of the Sun in EUV images from an
Earth viewing perspective, allowing for the study of extended, large-scale coronal structures
(Seaton et al., 2013a). With its viewing extent of 1.7 R along the image axes and 2.5 R
along the diagonals (Seaton et al., 2013a), SWAP bridges the gap between high-resolution
EUV images such as from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA: Lemen et al., 2012) on-
board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), and extended white-light observations from
coronographs such as the Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO: Brueckner
et al., 1995) instrument onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), provid-
ing a view of the middle corona (e.g. Byrne et al. (2014)).
SWAP observations have been used to study large-scale coronal structures such as
streamers/pseudostreamers (Rachmeler et al., 2014; Goryaev et al., 2014; Guennou et al.,
2016), prominence cavity regions (Bazin, Koutchmy, and Tavabi, 2013), post-flare giant
arches (West and Seaton, 2015), and coronal mass ejections (O’Hara et al., 2019). Obser-
vations of such large-scale structures, in particular persistent structures such as stream-
ers/pseudostreamers and coronal fans (Koutchmy and Nikoghossian, 2002; Morgan and
Habbal, 2007), can help validate and inform the development of global coronal magnetic
field models. Potential field source surface (PFSS) extrapolations are often used to aid in
the interpretation of observed structures; for example Goryaev et al. (2014) used a PFSS ex-
trapolation to consider the coronal magnetic field structure off the solar limb in comparison
with coronal streamer observations.
A PFSS extrapolation provides a force-free and current-free estimate of the coronal mag-
netic field, typically constructed from a single synoptic magnetogram of the global photo-
spheric magnetic field. In the present study, we simulate the global solar corona using a
non-linear force-free field model, which produces a continual evolution of the coronal field
over many months, allowing for a “memory” of magnetic connectivity and the build-up of
electric currents and free magnetic energy (Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2006; Yeates,
Mackay, and van Ballegooijen, 2008; Mackay, Yeates, and Bocquet, 2016).
The non-linear force-free field model simulates the global coronal magnetic field out
to 2.5 R, so SWAP observations are ideal for comparison between the structure of the
simulated global corona and persistent structures seen in the EUV. Under the assumption of
a low-β coronal plasma (magnetic pressure is dominant over plasma pressure), the plasma
is assumed to be largely structured by the magnetic field; therefore we compare coronal
structures observed in the EUV to magnetic structures within the model. In the present
article, we focus in particular on large-scale structures observed off-limb with SWAP, such
as regions of open/closed structure, streamers/pseudostreamers, and fans. We examine how
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well these structures are reproduced by the simulation coronal magnetic field. Where the
model performs less successfully, we discuss possible reasons for this and consider how
inaccuracies may be addressed, through model developments or additional observational
products.
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the global coronal magnetic field
model; Section 3 describes the observational data used for comparison with the simulation;
results of the comparison are presented in Sect. 4; and Discussion and Conclusions in Sect. 5.
2. Model
A global non-potential magnetic field model is used to simulate the evolution of the Sun’s
corona from 1 September 2014 until 31 March 2015. This period was chosen for analysis
as it is during solar maximum, so there are more and brighter extended coronal structures
for comparison with the simulation, allowing us to make the most of SWAP’s wide field of
view and the simulation’s height range. It is also the most accurately modelled period by
this technique to date, in terms of the accuracy of the bipole input data used to drive the
simulation.
There are two reasons why the bipole data used in this simulation are more accurate
than previous simulations: i) synoptic data from the Advective Flux Transport (AFT) model
(Upton and Hathaway, 2014a,b; Hathaway and Upton, 2016; Upton and Hathaway, 2018)
were used to identify newly emerged active region bipoles. These synoptic data include new
emerging bipoles on the Earth-facing side of the Sun on their date of emergence, both pre-
and post-central meridian passage. This is in contrast to previously used synoptic data that
only include bipoles as they cross central meridian (i.e. to be included they must emerge pre-
central meridian). This means that bipoles that emerge post-central meridian passage can be
identified and included in the present 3D simulations at the correct time. The bipoles within
the AFT model are determined from Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) magne-
togram observations from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO/HMI: Schou et al., 2012).
ii) A careful day-by-day analysis of the AFT synoptic data was carried out to identify all
new bipoles, which, while time-consuming, is more robust than fully automated techniques
that we have at the present time.
A combination of magnetic flux transport (Sheeley, 2005) and magnetofrictional relax-
ation simulations (van Ballegooijen, Priest, and Mackay, 2000; Mackay and van Ballegooi-
jen, 2006) are used. The magnetic flux transport model simulates the evolution of the radial
component of the magnetic field Br at the solar surface under the effects of differential
rotation (Snodgrass, 1983), meridional flow (Duvall, 1979), surface diffusion representing
the effects of convection at the surface (Leighton, 1964), and flux emergence. The coro-
nal evolution is coupled to the magnetic flux transport model, using the magnetofrictional
model (Yang, Sturrock, and Antiochos, 1986), which simulates a quasi-static evolution of
the coronal magnetic field. The effect of this coupling is a continuous evolution of the coro-
nal magnetic field through a series of equilibria, as the magnetofrictional model acts to relax
the magnetic field towards a non-linear force-free state, in response to the combined effects
of surface transport and flux emergence. The models are coupled at the level of the pho-
tosphere, where the evolution of the radial component of the magnetic field is provided as
a lower boundary condition to the coronal model. The model does not include a chromo-
sphere or transition region, so we make the assumption of a low-β plasma from the first grid
point within the corona, which is approximately at 11,500 km for the resolution used in this
simulation.
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The Sun’s large-scale magnetic field, B = (Br,Bθ ,Bφ) = ∇ × A, is evolved forward in
time through the magnetic induction equation, where (r, θ, φ) are radius, colatitude, and
longitude. The simulation resolution is 56 × 180 × 360 (r, θ, φ). It is periodic in φ, with
closed boundaries at θ = ±89◦ and r = R and an open boundary at r = 2.5 R. We impose
the condition that the magnetic field is radial at r = 2.5 R. The source surface is placed at
2.5 R for two reasons: The first is that within the inner regions of the corona (r < 2.5 R)
the magnetic pressure is generally much greater than the gas pressure (plasma β  1), so
below this radial height magnetic forces are dominant and the force-free approximation is
valid (Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2006). Secondly, comparison of white-light eclipse
images with magnetic field models has shown that setting the magnetic field to be purely
radial at r = 2.5 R gives a good fit between the shape of the magnetic field and the observed
corona (Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969). The radial component of the magnetic field at the
photosphere Br is evolved via the induction equation at r = R, in terms of the horizontal
components of the vector potential [Aθ and Aφ]:
∂Aθ
∂t
= uφBr − D
r sin θ
∂Br
∂φ
+ Sθ (θ,φ, t), (1)
∂Aφ
∂t
= −uθBr + D
r
∂Br
∂θ
+ Sφ(θ,φ, t), (2)
where D is the photospheric diffusion constant (D = 450 km2 s−1; see DeVore et al., 1985),
uφ is the azimuthal velocity, and uθ the meridional flow velocity. The azimuthal velocity is
given by
uφ = (θ)r sin θ, (3)
where (θ) is the angular velocity of differential rotation relative to the Carrington frame
(Snodgrass, 1983),
(θ) = 0.18 − 2.30 cos2 θ − 1.62 cos4 θ deg day−1. (4)
The poleward meridional flow is given by
uθ = −C sin(2λ) exp(π − 2 | λ |) (5)
where C = 15 m s−1 and λ = π2 − θ (Schüssler and Baumann, 2006). The terms Sθ and Sφ
are source terms representing the emergence of new magnetic flux. To specify the source
term for the emergence of new magnetic flux, daily synoptic magnetograms produced from
the AFT model are studied and a semi-automated method for identifying the emergence of
new bipoles used (see Appendix A of Yeates et al. (2018) for details). Once new emerging
bipoles are identified, their properties such as day of peak flux, longitude, latitude, size, and
tilt angle are determined. The emergence of each bipole is then simulated on its day of peak
flux.
The coronal magnetic field evolves in response to photospheric boundary motions, via
the induction equation,
∂A
∂t
= v × B, (6)
where v(r, t) is the plasma velocity. The coronal plasma velocity is assumed to be
v = 1
ν
j × B
B2
+ voe−(2.5R−r)/rw rˆ, (7)
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where j = ∇ × B , and ν is the coefficient of friction. The first term on the right-hand side
is the magnetofrictional velocity (Yang, Sturrock, and Antiochos, 1986) and reflects the
fact that the Lorentz force is dominant in the corona (low-β condition). The effect of this
“frictional” term is that, wherever the coronal magnetic field departs from a force-free state,
e.g. as a result of lower (photospheric) boundary motions, magnetic forces in the corona act
to restore the field towards a force-free state (generally, a non-linear force-free field). The
second term represents a radial outflow velocity, which is imposed to ensure that the field
lines remain radial at the source surface (r = 2.5 R). This outflow velocity approximates
the effect of the solar wind in opening coronal field lines. Its peak value is set to be vo =
100 km s−1 and its exponential fall-off length from the outer boundary is rw = 0.1 R. This
term is negligible in the low closed-field corona. A peak value of 100 km s−1 was chosen
for the radial outflow velocity as previous studies have shown that it is the optimal value for
i) removing flux rope eruptions from the top of the computational box by advecting them
through the top boundary, while ii) producing an insignificant effect on the closed magnetic
field lower down in the corona (Mackay and van Ballegooijen, 2006). Full details of the
computational grid used can be found in the articles of Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006),
Yeates, Mackay, and van Ballegooijen (2008), Yeates and Mackay (2012), and Mackay,
Yeates, and Bocquet (2016).
The initial photospheric magnetic field distribution over the whole Sun is taken from
the AFT model’s daily synoptic map from 1 September 2014. This map produces the best
estimate for the magnetic field on the start day for both the visible side and the far side.
The initial condition for the global coronal magnetic field is a PFSS extrapolation out to
2.5 R on the same date. The coronal field is then continually evolved for 200 days, allowing
the self-consistent build-up of electric currents and free magnetic energy, in response to
photospheric driving (both magnetic footpoint motions and flux emergence). A fully non-
potential corona was reached after six to eight weeks (Yeates et al., 2018), so the first date
that we consider for comparison with observations is 11 October 2014. This simulation
has previously been compared with other global non-potential coronal magnetic models for
the 20 March 2015 solar eclipse (Yeates et al., 2018). In contrast, in the present article, we
focus on a comparison of the simulated large-scale corona, with extended off-limb structures
observed in the EUV with SWAP.
3. Data
The SWAP instrument onboard PROBA2 is a large field-of-view EUV imager with a pass-
band centered around 174 Å, that corresponds to a temperature of roughly one million de-
grees. SWAP’s nominal observation mode produces an image every one to two minutes.
A separate stacked dataset, based on the nominal data has been developed to help reduce
signal-to-noise in the far field of the images. The images are generated by adding (stack-
ing) and median filtering all images over a 100 minute period (nominally 40 – 50 images).
The effective longer exposure time helps to generate a greater signal-to-noise in the images,
enhancing faint off-limb EUV structures at greater heights. The FITS images are available
at proba2.sidc.be/swap/data/carrington_rotations/ or can be produced using the IDL routine
p2sw_long_movie.pro in the SWAP SSWIDL software. The stacked images are further pro-
cessed using the Multiscale Gaussian Normalization technique of Morgan and Druckmüller
(2014), to greater enhance the faint off-limb features. These are used for comparison with
the simulation corona.
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Figure 1 27 October 2014: (a) SWAP EUV image, white dashed lines and letters A – F indicate zones for
comparison. Dashed arcs in zone A are plotted at 0.54 R and 1.07 R above the photosphere. (b) Simulation
showing the photospheric magnetic field Br saturated at ±30 G and a selection of coronal magnetic field lines
in magenta (closed, low-lying), dark blue (closed), green (open, positive field), and light blue (open, negative
field). Red dashed lines indicate the same regions as (a). Central meridian is indicated by the yellow dashed
line.
SDO/HMI full disc magnetograms are used for comparison with the simulation photo-
spheric magnetic field. The period from 1 September 2014 to 20 March 2015 was near solar
maximum, so the EUV corona was very active, with many extended structures observed
off the limb by SWAP (see figures and animations in Sect. 4). Many large active regions
emerged during this time, which can also be seen in the HMI magnetograms.
4. Results
4.1. Comparison of EUV Observations with Simulated Magnetic Field
To begin with, we compare the general structure of the large-scale corona observed by
SWAP in EUV (in particular, off-limb structures) with the magnetic field structure pro-
duced in the simulation on the same day. Figures 1 and 2 show the EUV and simulation
comparison for 27 October 2014 and 4 November 2014, respectively. The labels A, B,
C, etc. between white/red dashed radial lines off the solar limb indicate zones of interest
for comparison. The simulation photospheric magnetic field Br is saturated at ±30 G and
a selection of magnetic field lines are shown to illustrate the coronal structure. Coloured
field lines indicate low-lying closed (magenta), large-scale closed (dark blue), open positive
(green), and open negative (light blue) magnetic field. The dashed arcs plotted in zone A
in Figs. 1a and b are situated at 0.54 R and 1.07 R above the photosphere, to aid in the
comparison of scale. The central meridian, as seen from Earth, is indicated by the yellow
dashed line in Fig. 1b. Detailed descriptions of these figures are given below. An animation
(SWAP_sim_compare.mp4) is included in the Electronic Supplementary Materials, showing
the simulation and SWAP EUV images side-by-side, once every two days from 11 October
2014 to 20 March 2014.
On 27 October 2014 (Fig. 1b), the simulated coronal magnetic field reproduces the gen-
eral structure of the corona seen in EUV (Fig. 1a). In Fig. 1a, a fan can be seen off the
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Figure 2 4 November 2014: (a) SWAP EUV image, white dashed lines and letters A – G indicate zones for
comparison. (b) Simulation showing photospheric magnetic field Br saturated at ±30 G and a selection of
coronal magnetic field lines in magenta (closed, low-lying), dark blue (closed), green (open, positive field),
and light blue (open, negative field). Red dashed lines indicate the same regions as (a).
Figure 3 27 October 2014: (a) Simulation showing photospheric magnetic field Br saturated at ±30 G and
a selection of coronal magnetic field lines in magenta (closed, low-lying), dark blue (closed), green (open,
positive field), and light blue (open, negative field). The field lines are the same as those plotted in Fig. 1b, with
the Sun rotated 50 degrees in longitude in the eastward direction. Central meridian is indicated by the vertical
yellow dashed line. The horizontal red dashed line indicates −76.8 degrees latitude. The active region seen
on the limb in zone B in Figure 1b is indicated by the yellow arrow. (b) Maximum height of closed magnetic
field structures at the South Pole (latitude < −76.8 degrees) within the simulation, versus time.
north-west limb in the EUV image in zone A. The general shape and scale of the fan is
reproduced by the simulation magnetic field, as can be seen in Fig. 1b. This fan persists for
several solar rotations and will be discussed in detail in Sect. 4.2.
The morphology of the large active region in zone B is also reproduced by the simulation,
with open- and closed-field fanning outward from the solar limb. From the EUV image
(Fig. 1a), it is not clear whether the open structures seen off the limb in zone B originate from
the active region close to the limb, or from behind it. Figure 3a shows the same simulation
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date and magnetic field lines as in Fig. 1b, but the Sun has been rotated 50 degrees in
longitude so that the active region seen on the limb in zone B (Fig. 1b) can now be seen on
the disc. The central meridian is indicated by the yellow dashed line. From this angle, it can
be seen that the open magnetic field in zone B of the simulation originates from behind the
active region, from magnetic flux that has resulted from the decay of an older active region.
This demonstrates that the model can be used to aid in the interpretation of the observations
and in particular the origin of both open and closed field lines.
In Fig. 1, active region loops off the east limb (D and E) are present in both the EUV
observations and simulation, although the loops extend to much greater heights in the simu-
lation. One reason for this could be that due to the lower density in the upper corona, loops at
larger heights may not be visible in the EUV images, even if they do exist. There are closed
structures at the North Pole (zone C) in the simulation, but no similar structure is seen in
the EUV. The open field at the South Pole (zone F) has a cusp shape to its structure in the
EUV, which can also be seen in the simulation. This cusp structure is a large-scale coro-
nal pseudostreamer/cavity system that persisted for approximately one year, from February
2014 until March 2015, and it is discussed in detail by Guennou et al. (2016). They observed
the open field at the South Pole to be negative during this time, as is also the case in our sim-
ulation (light blue open field lines). The pseudostreamer gradually shrinks with time, until
it disappears in early March 2015. This can also be seen in the simulation.
Figure 3b shows a plot of the maximum height of closed structures at the South Pole
versus time, within the simulation. The plot was produced by tracing magnetic field lines
originating below −76.8 degrees latitude in the simulation, and determining the maximum
height that any closed field lines reached. The value of −76.8 degrees latitude was chosen
as it is high enough in latitude to have few large-scale connections to active latitudes, so
that we consider only the pole. The specific value of −76.8 coincides with a grid point
within the model. The plot shows that, generally, the simulated maximum height of closed
structures at the South Pole decreases with time, levelling off at the end of January 2015.
The height of structures in the simulation are less than that of the pseudostreamer observed
by Guennou et al. (2016), however. They found that the pseudostreamer extended to around
0.1 R above the photosphere in December 2014 (see their Fig. 1E), whereas the maximum
height of closed structures in the simulation South Pole during December is 0.05 – 0.07 R.
This difference can be attributed in part to the timescale of flux transport via meridional flow
(Equation 5), which is two years (Mackay and Yeates, 2012). Since the initial condition is
a potential magnetic field and the simulation only runs for seven months in total, there
has not yet been sufficient time for the correct potential/non-potential balance around the
polar regions to occur through the self-consistent injection of bipoles and their subsequent
transport poleward.
It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the simulation is able to accurately reproduce some regions
of the solar atmosphere, on 4 November 2014. Both low-lying and large-scale active region
loops are reproduced in region C; the polar coronal field is predominantly open (A, D); and
there is closed field off the north-east limb (E). However, the simulation does not adequately
reproduce the coronal structure off the east limb. Some of the active regions seen on the east
limb in the EUV image (F, G) have not yet rotated onto the visible disk to be included in
the HMI magnetograms and the AFT model, and therefore they have not yet been emerged
within our simulation. As a result, the simulation’s coronal structures here are due to older
active region magnetic fields, which have continued to decay while on the far-side of the
Sun.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the simulation photospheric magnetic field and full
disc photospheric magnetograms observed by HMI on the same day. Images are saturated at
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Figure 4 (a) – (c) simulation photospheric magnetic field on (a) 4, (b) 6, and (c) 8 November 2014. (d) – (f)
HMI full disc magnetograms on the same dates. All images are saturated at ±30 G. The yellow arrow indi-
cates an active region that emerged between 6 and 8 November in the simulation.
±30 G. Panels a – c show the simulation photosphere on 4, 6 and 8 November 2014; panels
d – f shows the same dates for HMI. An animation (HMI_sim_compare.mp4) is included
in the Electronic Supplementary Materials, showing HMI full disc magnetograms and the
simulation photospheric magnetic field side-by-side, once every two days from 11 October
2014 to 20 March 2014. On 4 November, in the HMI magnetogram (Figure 4d) a large active
region can be seen at the east limb, just above the Equator. The bright, coronal plasma of
this active region can be seen in the same location in the SWAP EUV image (Figure 2a),
but it is not yet present within the simulation (Figure 4a and Figure 2b). The active region
emerged on the far side of the Sun, so it cannot currently be assimilated into the simulation
until it is observed on the Earth-facing side. Figure 4c shows that the active region has
been inserted into the simulation between 6 and 8 November (indicated by yellow arrow). A
limitation of the model in its current form is that active regions are chosen to emerge within
the simulation on the day of their peak observed flux. Additional magnetogram observations
from a spacecraft located at the L5 Lagrange point would also be of benefit for this type of
scenario (Trichas et al., 2015). This will be discussed further in Sect. 5.
4.2. Coronal Fan Case Study
In this section we discuss the evolution of a coronal fan that was observed off the north-east
limb in early October, and persisted for five Carrington rotations. Coronal fans appear to
form at the interface between regions of closed and open magnetic field, often overlying
cusp-shaped voids (Seaton et al., 2013a). Here, we compare large-scale, off-limb structures
pre and post disc transit to determine how well they are reproduced by the simulation. Fig-
ures 5 – 8 show SWAP EUV observations of the fan when it was visible on the north-east
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Figure 5 Comparison between simulation coronal magnetic field and SWAP EUV observations of a per-
sistent fan: Rotation 1. Top (11 October 2014), the fan can be seen off the NE limb of the Sun, bottom (27
October 2014), the fan can be seen off the NW limb. The approximate location of the fan footpoints are indi-
cated by red stars (note that the two footpoints plotted are very close together here). Simulation magnetic field
lines were plotted by selecting starting points above the fan footpoints at a range of latitudes ±50 degrees,
at heights of 0.54 R and 1.07 R above the photosphere. Field lines are coloured dark blue (closed field),
green (open, positive field), and light blue (open, negative field). An animation of this figure is included in
the Electronic Supplementary Materials (fan1_fl.mp4).
and north-west solar limbs during the first four rotations, side-by-side with images from the
simulation on the same dates.
Fan footpoints are typically associated with bright points observed in EUV on-disc im-
ages (Talpeanu, 2016). The approximate location of the fan footpoints were determined by
tracing the fan structure to bright points on the solar surface, while the fan was visible on
the east limb (illustrated by the red dashed line in Fig. 9a, which is overplotted on a SWAP
EUV image from 11 October 2014). The footpoints were then tracked as the Sun rotated
(illustrated by the blue line in Fig. 9a), and their coordinates extracted when they had ro-
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Figure 6 Comparison between simulation coronal magnetic field and SWAP EUV observations of a persis-
tent fan: Rotation 2. Top (8 November 2014), the fan can be seen off the NE limb of the Sun, bottom (24
November 2014), the fan can be seen off the NW limb. The approximate location of the fan footpoints are
indicated by red stars. Simulation magnetic field lines were plotted by selecting starting points above the fan
footpoints at a range of latitudes ±50 degrees, at heights of 0.54 R and 1.07 R above the photosphere.
Field lines are coloured dark blue (closed field), green (open, positive field), and light blue (open, negative
field). An animation of this figure is included in the Electronic Supplementary Materials (fan1_fl.mp4).
tated approximately to disc centre. Figure 9b shows an AIA 171 Å image from 19 October
2014, with an ellipse to indicate the footpoint locations. These can be seen as two small,
bright arcs. Note that while the footpoints can be tracked accurately when visible on the
Earth-facing side of the Sun, it is not currently possible to determine their exact locations
after they have rotated to the far side, since they are not necessarily static and will move due
to underlying plasma motions. Therefore, the footpoint locations are re-determined each
rotation, when the fan is visible on the east limb.
For the purpose of overplotting magnetic field lines in the simulation, the footpoint lo-
cations from central meridian were translated forward and backward in time using the so-
lar rotation rate and differential rotation profile (Equation 4). This was used to estimate
their positions as they crossed the Earth-facing side of the Sun. These estimated footpoints
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Figure 7 Comparison between simulation coronal magnetic field and SWAP EUV observations of a persis-
tent fan: Rotation 3. Top (6 December 2014), the fan can be seen off the NE limb of the Sun, bottom (20
December 2014), the fan can be seen off the NW limb. The approximate location of the fan footpoints are
indicated by red stars. Simulation magnetic field lines were plotted by selecting starting points above the fan
footpoints at a range of latitudes ±50 degrees, at heights of 0.54 R and 1.07 R above the photosphere.
Field lines are coloured dark blue (closed field), green (open, positive field), and light blue (open, negative
field). An animation of this figure is included in the Electronic Supplementary Materials (fan1_fl.mp4).
are overplotted as red stars on both the EUV and simulation images in Figs. 5 – 8 and 10.
Magnetic field lines from the simulation were plotted by selecting starting points above
the fan footpoints at a range of latitudes ±50 degrees, at heights of 0.54 R and 1.07 R
above the photosphere. These are the same heights as the arcs indicated in Fig. 1 (note that
structures closing below 0.54 R are not captured here due to this). Closed field lines are
coloured dark blue, positive polarity open field lines are coloured green, and negative po-
larity open field lines are coloured light blue. For 1 and 15 January (Fig. 8), heights of 0.27
R and 0.54 R were used for starting points instead, as the fan has significantly reduced in
size.
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Figure 8 Comparison between simulation coronal magnetic field and SWAP EUV observations of a persis-
tent fan: Rotation 4. Top (1 January 2015), the fan can be seen off the NE limb of the Sun, bottom (15 January
2015), the fan can be seen off the NW limb. The approximate location of the fan footpoints are indicated by
red stars. Simulation magnetic field lines were plotted by selecting starting points above the fan footpoints at
a range of latitudes ±50 degrees, at heights of 0.27 R and 0.54 R above the photosphere (note that, for
the fourth rotation, lower heights were used for starting points than in rotations 1 – 3, as the fan has signifi-
cantly reduced in size). Field lines are coloured dark blue (closed field), green (open, positive field), and light
blue (open, negative field). An animation of this figure is included in the Electronic Supplementary Materials
(fan1_fl.mp4).
An animation of Figs. 5 – 8 is included in the Electronic Supplementary Materials
(fan1_fl.mp4). It shows images of the simulation with field lines plotted in the vicinity of
the fan footpoints (determined in the same manner as Figs. 5 – 8), side-by-side with SWAP
EUV images on the same date, once every two days for each Carrington rotation that the
fan is observed, as the fan transits across the Earth-facing solar disc. Coronal magnetic field
lines are coloured in the same way as in Figs. 5 – 8, with the addition of yellow field lines
representing occasional disconnected U-loops due to magnetic flux rope ejections.
On 11 October (top row, Fig. 5), two fan structures can be seen off the north-east limb
in the EUV image. They have the appearance of a bright arc, curving northwards, with a
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Figure 9 (a) SWAP EUV image from 11 October 2014: illustration of how the fan structure is traced to the
surface when it is observed off the east limb (red dashed line), in order to identify its footpoint locations. The
footpoints are then tracked as the Sun rotates (blue line). (b) AIA 171 Å image from 19 October 2014. The
ellipse indicates the location of the fan footpoints when they were located near central meridian, seen as a
pair of small bright arcs.
dimmer “void” beneath. The fan that we will discuss in detail is the lower of the two, which
appears to originate near the Equator and arc up towards the North Pole. Comparing the
plotted field lines with the EUV image, the structure of the upper fan appears to have been
captured well by the simulation (closed field in particular), but not that of the lower fan. The
lower fan will be heavily influenced by active region emergence due to its proximity to the
Equator, whereas the upper fan’s structure is more likely a consequence of older magnetic
flux due to the longer-term surface transport process of meridional flow (Duvall, 1979).
There is a streamer structure in the simulation, composed of closed (dark blue) loops with
opposite polarity open field lines on either side (light blue/green), but it is directed radially
outward rather than arching towards the North Pole. One of the reasons for this incorrect
structure is the late emergence of an active region within the simulation. The active region
in question can be seen in the SWAP image, as a bright patch on the east limb, just below
the Equator. It can also just be seen on the limb in the HMI magnetogram (see animation
HMI_sim_compare.mp4). However, it is not assimilated into the simulation until after 13
October, once it has fully rotated onto the Earth-facing side of the Sun and its magnetic flux
can be measured.
The emergence of the active region on 13 October has an effect on the structure of the
fan within the simulation. This can be seen in Fig. 10, which shows the simulation on 13
October (before emergence) and 15 October (after emergence), with fan field lines over-
plotted. The top row shows the Earth-facing side of the Sun. A new active region bipole
can be seen in the right-hand image (15 October 2014), just below the fan footpoints (red
stars). The bottom row shows the same dates and field lines, with the Sun rotated so that
the fan structure can be seen off the limb. In all images, the central meridian as seen from
Earth is indicated by a yellow dashed line. It can be seen that the emergence of the new
bipole has a significant effect on the connectivity of the fan structure. On 13 October, much
of the closed field associated with the fan (dark blue) connects to a slightly decayed bipole
north-west of the fan footpoints, towards central meridian. On 15 October, much of this field
now connects to the newly emerged bipole instead, so that the large-scale structure is more
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Figure 10 Simulated magnetic field, with field lines plotted above the fan starting points on 13 and 15
October. Field lines are coloured and starting points chosen in the same manner as described in Fig. 5. The
approximate location of the fan footpoints are indicated by red stars (note that the two footpoints plotted are
very close together here). The top row shows the Earth-facing view of the Sun. In the bottom row, the Sun
has been rotated so that the fan footpoints are close to the limb. In all images, central meridian is indicated
by the yellow dashed line.
longitudinally aligned. Another, smaller bipole has emerged in the location of the decayed
bipole, creating a small region of closed field (magenta), which also has some effect on the
large-scale structure. The right-hand images illustrate that the overall effect of these changes
causes the equatorial streamer to arc slightly towards the North Pole, which is more in line
with what was observed by SWAP on 11 October. This can also be seen in the animation
(fan1_fl.mp4). The reason why the simulation did not reproduce the lower latitude fan is a
consequence of a bipole that emerged on the far side and subsequently could not be included
in the model until after its limb transit onto the disk.
On 27 October (bottom row, Fig. 5), the fan can be seen off the north-west limb in the
SWAP image. The simulation magnetic field lines reproduce the morphology of the fan
well, with a closed cusp shape arching up towards the North Pole, open field curving up-
wards around this, and radially directed open field associated with the active region near the
Equator. At this stage, the open magnetic field in the simulation in the vicinity of the fan is
predominantly positive (green).
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On 8 November (top row, Fig. 6), the fan can be seen off the north-east limb in the
SWAP image. Again, the simulation magnetic field lines off this limb do not appear to
match the structure of the fan well. The large bipole at the centre of disc, north of the Equa-
tor, has only just emerged within the simulation, and it is responsible for closed magnetic
field (dark blue) underlying the fan structure. It has also introduced some negative open
field structure in the vicinity of the fan (light blue). As the simulation progresses, how-
ever, there is less closed field associated with this bipole in the vicinity of the fan (this
can be seen in the animation, fan1_fl.mp4), until the structure of the fan is more closely
matched by the simulation again on 24 November, when both can be seen off the north-
west limb (bottom row, Fig. 6). This illustrates that the late assimilation of an active region
into the simulation can initially result in incorrect large-scale coronal structures. However,
the simulated coronal magnetic field is able to adapt within a few days so that its structure
more closely resembles what is observed by the time it reaches the west limb. A pseu-
dostreamer structure can now be seen in the simulation, with two closed field regions, and
the open field regions to either side sharing the same polarity as each other. The observed
fan appears to be associated with the open magnetic field at the southern side of the pseu-
dostreamer.
On 6 December (top row, Fig. 7), the magnetic field structure of the simulation off the
north-east limb still matches the observed fan structure quite well, as no large active regions
have emerged in the vicinity of the fan footpoints as they rotated around the far side of
the Sun. A small active region did emerge at the approximate location of the footpoints,
and this is assimilated into the simulation between 8 and 10 December (see the animation,
fan1_fl.mp4 − the new active region bipole can be seen on 10 December). It emerges at
the location of the fan footpoints, beneath the closed (dark blue) loops, and it has the effect
of expanding the loops’ extent, as the bipole’s alignment is almost parallel to that of the
overlying closed magnetic field.
Several additional new bipoles emerge on the Sun and are incorporated into the sim-
ulation as the fan rotates across the Earth-facing solar disc (see animations fan1_fl.mp4
and HMI_sim_compare.mp4). These can be seen on the disc on 20 December (bottom row,
Fig. 7). The effect that these new emergences have on the EUV observations is that the fan
becomes more aligned in the latitudinal direction. A similar effect is seen in the simulation,
and the magnetic structure on 20 December is now that of a streamer − a single region of
closed loops, with opposite polarity open field on either side. While we are not able to deter-
mine the polarity of the coronal magnetic field from the EUV observations, the simulation
indicates that the large-scale magnetic structure in the vicinity of the fan may have changed
from a pseudostreamer to a streamer.
By 1 January 2015 (top row, Fig. 8), the fan has shrunk significantly in size. The large
number of active regions that have emerged in the vicinity of the fan’s footpoints may have
contributed to its reduction in physical extent. The fan appears as a smaller arc structure
off the north-east limb in EUV, above the footpoints that have been plotted as red stars.
The fan structure within the simulation has a similar, reduced size. On 15 January (bottom
row, Fig. 8), there are significantly fewer bright, extended features off the north-west limb
than there were in the previous rotations (27 October, bottom row, Fig. 5; 24 November,
bottom row, Fig. 6; and 20 December, bottom row, Fig. 7). In turn, the simulation shows
predominantly closed structures.
4.3. Coronal Holes
Regions of open magnetic field in the simulation are determined by tracing magnetic field
lines from the photosphere and determining whether the endpoint of the field line is at the
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Figure 11 AIA composite images (constructed from 171 Å, 193 Å, and 211 Å observations) overlaid with
contours of open magnetic field determined from the simulation on the same date. The contour regions in-
dicate the photospheric footpoints of open magnetic field lines, with red indicating positive and light blue
indicating negative open field.
source surface at 2.5 R. The polarity of the field line’s footpoint in the photosphere is also
checked, so that regions may be identified as being positive or negative open field. Figure 11
shows example AIA composite EUV images with contours of open magnetic field from the
simulation overlaid (red = positive, light blue = negative open field), from 28 November
2014 and 7 January 2015. The contoured regions indicate the photospheric footpoints of
open magnetic field lines. The AIA composite images are constructed from 171 Å, 193 Å,
and 211 Å observations. Coronal hole regions in the composite images appear particularly
dark compared to the surrounding coronal plasma, allowing for easier visual comparison
with the simulation open field contours.
In some cases, the simulation open field regions appear to match the structure of observed
coronal hole regions quite well. For example, a large coronal hole can be seen at the South
Pole in the AIA images throughout most of the period, and the simulation contours in this
region are generally of a similar shape and size, largely overlapping the observed coronal
hole. The triangular shaped region of positive (red) open field, lying across the Equator on
7 January, also reproduces the underlying observed coronal hole region reasonably well,
although this is not a full coronal hole, due to the presence of fan-like loop structures. In
other cases, open field regions appear offset slightly from the true location or are not of the
correct scale. Some examples of this can be seen on 28 November 2014 and 7 January 2015
in the northern half of the disc. In both cases, regions of positive (red) open field in the sim-
ulation are too small compared to the observed underlying coronal holes. One reason for the
discrepancies is the late assimilation of emerging far-side active regions into the simulation.
Weinzierl et al. (2016) showed that when active region emergence is delayed by only a few
days within the simulation, it can result in significant differences in magnetic connectivity,
which is an effect that is not just seen local to the active region itself, but across the global
corona. Another potential cause of discrepancies is the smooth nature of the simulated pho-
tospheric magnetic field compared to observed magnetograms (e.g. compare the simulation
photosphere with the observed HMI magnetograms in Fig. 4). In a follow-up study we will
conduct a detailed comparison between regions of open magnetic field in the simulation and
coronal hole regions detected and tracked with the SPoCA-suite (Verbeeck et al., 2014). We
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will also consider the effect on the simulated corona of active region decay through fragmen-
tation, convection, and other smaller-scale processes, as opposed to decay through diffusion,
which occurs in the current flux transport model.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented a comparison of a global coronal magnetic field simulation with SWAP
EUV images from the same dates, focussing in particular on large-scale, extended structures
observed off the solar limb. Generally, the simulation reproduces large-scale coronal struc-
tures observed off the west limb more accurately than those observed off the east limb, due
to our current inability to incorporate far-side emerging active regions into the simulation
until after they have rotated onto the Earth-facing side of the Sun. This is demonstrated in
particular in the case study of a fan that was observed over several Carrington rotations.
The simulation is able to reproduce the polar evolution of the Sun’s magnetic field to an
extent, since the flux transport model includes the poleward transport of magnetic flux due
to meridonal flow. This was seen in the comparison of the cavity/pseudostreamer structure
at the South Pole (Guennou et al., 2016) with the corresponding maximum height of closed
magnetic field at the South Pole in the simulation. A decrease in height of the structure
over time is seen in both the observations and the simulation, although the simulation does
not produce the correct scale of the structure. This is in part due to the limited duration of
the simulation, which is seven months in total, compared to the typical timescale for flux
transport from the Equator to the Poles by meridional flow, which is two years (Mackay and
Yeates, 2012). Longer-term (e.g. years) simulation of the global coronal magnetic field can
therefore improve the accuracy of the simulated polar regions (Yeates and Mackay, 2012),
in particular, the balance of potential/non-potential magnetic field.
There are several possible improvements that could be made to increase the accuracy
of the global magnetofrictional model, including additional data products and the develop-
ment of the model itself. Currently, active regions that have emerged on the far-side of the
Sun cannot be incorporated into the simulation until they have rotated onto the near-side.
Additional magnetogram observations from a spacecraft positioned at L5, such as the pro-
posed ESA Lagrange mission, (Kraft, Luntama, and Glover, 2017), could greatly reduce
the error associated with this. Mackay, Yeates, and Bocquet (2016) have shown that such
observations could increase the accuracy of global quantities in solar coronal simulations by
26% – 40%. Weinzierl et al. (2016) showed that a delay in active region emergence of a few
days within continuous non-potential simulations (due to limited field-of-view) can result
in significant differences in magnetic connectivity, not just local to the active region itself,
but also globally. Inaccuracies in predictions of open magnetic field, for example, could sig-
nificantly impact the prediction of coronal hole regions, solar wind, and the interplanetary
magnetic field.
Another product that could be complementary to magnetograph data from L5 is far-side
detection of active regions using helioseismology (González Hernández, Hill, and Lindsey,
2007). Liewer et al. (2014) showed that over a period of nine months, the Global Oscillation
Network Group (GONG) predicted 55% of far-side emerging active regions before they ro-
tated to the Earth-side, while HMI predicted 48%. An L5 magnetograph would significantly
reduce the number of missed regions and could provide much more detailed information on
them, such as the spatial distribution of magnetic flux and orientation of polarities. Solar Or-
biter will also produce occasional far-side magnetograms, as well as invaluable observations
of polar magnetic fields during its higher latitude orbits, providing further insight for model
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development (Solanki et al., 2019). Such additional information could greatly enhance the
accuracy of global solar simulations.
A further possibility for the enhancement of far-side active region detections and prop-
erties is the use of machine learning. Chen and Zhao (2019) trained a neural network to
“learn” the relationship between near-side EUV observations from AIA and magnetic flux
observations from HMI. The trained network was then applied to far-side EUV images from
four years’ worth of STEREO/EUVI data to produce far-side magnetic flux maps of the
Sun. They have since extended this work by training a further neural network to learn the
relationship between the far-side flux maps and far-side acoustic maps determined using he-
lioseismology. The goal is then to apply this second trained network to current helioseismic
data, in order to produce far-side magnetic flux maps (since there is only a limited period for
which the STEREO spacecraft were observing the far-side of the Sun). The properties of the
active regions determined from such far-side predicted magnetic flux maps could be further
constrained once they have rotated into the field-of-view of an L5 magnetograph, potentially
greatly enhancing our space weather prediction capabilities.
Further possible sources of discrepancy between the model and observations include i)
the expansion factor of the magnetic field with radial height; ii) the absence of plasma within
the model; iii) errors in the photospheric flux distribution (discussed below); iv) errors in the
energization of the corona through the self-helicity of the bipoles; and v) missing ener-
gization of the corona due to the process of small-scale helicity injection such as occurs in
the helicity condensation model (Antiochos, 2013; Mackay, DeVore, and Antiochos, 2014).
A future study could compare the effect and relative importance of each of these on the
accuracy of global coronal modelling.
Considering the photospheric flux distribution, one limitation of the model discussed in
this article is that new active region bipoles are only inserted into the model on the day
of their peak observed flux, so that only the decay phase of an active region is simulated.
Currently, when bipoles are added to the 3D simulation, this is carried out as a simplified
process where: i) the main simulation is switched off, ii) a 3D dome for the bipole is created
by sweeping away pre-existing flux to produce a magnetic vacuum, iii) the 3D bipole field
is added as an isolated system, and iv) the field is allowed to relax and connections are made
to the surrounding fields (see Mackay and van Ballegooijen (2006) and Yeates, Mackay,
and van Ballegooijen (2008) for further details). Once this has been carried out, the main
simulation is allowed to continue. At the present time, stages i) – iv) are carried out in a
time-independent manner, therefore the bipole can only be added once. Since it can only be
added once, it is best to add it at peak flux. The above process is much simplified, so future
developments to the model will include a time-dependent emergence process. However,
it is important to first ensure that this process produces a realistic 3D coronal field. The
model in its present form can simulate the decay of active regions and the transport of
flux poleward over a period of years. Therefore, it can be used for predictions as long as
the prediction is made on the timescales of weeks to months and an adaptive bipole input
process is continually applied each day.
One of the advantages of global magnetofrictional simulations is that they are compu-
tationally inexpensive enough to be carried out in real time, so that they can provide an
energised lower boundary condition for space weather modelling and prediction (e.g. WSA-
ENLIL, Wang and Sheeley, 1990, 1995; Arge and Pizzo, 2000; Pizzo et al., 2011). There-
fore, developments to the model itself should aim to retain this property. A further devel-
opment that is planned for the flux transport component of the global evolution model will
focus in particular on the decay phase of active regions. Currently, the dispersal of active re-
gion flux within the flux transport model is approximated by a diffusion coefficient (Eqs. 1
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and 2). Observations show that small-scale processes appear to play a role in the disper-
sal and decay of solar active regions, for example through cancellation at the boundary of
sunspot outflows (Kubo, Shimizu, and Tsuneta, 2007; Kubo et al., 2008) and erosion of
flux by surrounding supergranulation (Dacie et al., 2016). The effects of this can be seen in
Fig. 4, where the flux transport model (Figs. 4a – c) is able to reproduce the general large-
scale evolution of the observed photospheric magnetic field (Figs. 4d – f). However, it can
be seen that the model photospheric magnetic field is smooth, whereas the observed mag-
netic field is fragmented. In a follow-up study, we will examine the effect on the coronal
evolution of an active region that has decayed as the result of such smaller-scale processes,
compared to the standard flux transport model decay of an active region through diffusion.
Active region decay via smaller-scale processes will be simulated by coupling the current
flux transport model to the Magnetic Carpet model of Meyer et al. (2011) and Meyer and
Mackay (2016), which successfully reproduced many observed properties of the small-scale
photospheric magnetic field.
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